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1 INTRODUCTION 

Increasing customer needs a expectations are demanding constant improvements to 

companies supply chains. This means companies need to be more cost effective and 

have more streamlined supply chains than ever. In order to satisfy customers also in fu-

ture, companies need to change and adapt to new market conditions constantly. From a 

supply chain point of view, companies have more and more complex supply chains, be-

cause of increasing number of suppliers and other partners. This situation has led to a 

point, where supply chains are not as optimized as they could be.  

 

This thesis is about researching benefits of an origin consolidation from the transporta-

tion costs point of view. Today’s demanding customers, have pushed the author to 

think, are there any other ways to achieve cost savings than constant RFQ processes. 

The author has seen many different Finnish, Swedish and Danish companies’ supply 

chains, because of his current work assignment. The author feels, total maturity of a 

supply chain management in Finland is not same level as it is in the other Nordic coun-

tries. Therefore, this study, is going to research how can small changes in supply chain 

affect to total transportation spend.  

1.1 Background 

As a core for this thesis, is received shipping profile from a Swedish case company in 

2015. Even though the shipping profile is from the Swedish company, it also reflects a 

common shipping profile for many Finnish companies. The shipping profile reflects is-

sues which many Finnish companies are facing in their daily life.  

 

In this thesis, the author goes through models for supply chain, delivery strategies, bene-

fits of using certain incoterms, origin consolidation, inventory strategies and cost of 

transportation. The author uses these principles in an optimization study, where the cur-

rent situation is optimized from an operational point of view. Most likely these changes 

have other positive benefits too, but purpose is to keep current operational set up the 

same. Changing of an incoterm creates new costs compared to an old scenario, but the 

author also discusses about this in a research part of thesis.  
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The author has worked in various positions in the field of logistics for more than ten 

years. He has experience from ground level positions to management positions. During 

his professional career, the author has worked in three different global forwarding com-

panies and for a one leading retail company. Most recently, he has worked in sales and 

sales management. In his current position, he has focused on improving customers’ sup-

ply chains and gain new customers at the same time. Shipping profile which is used in 

the research has been received as a part of the authors work. 

1.2 Structure of thesis 

This thesis investigates how the origin consolidation can affect to an overall transporta-

tion cost in a lane level and are there other benefits to be achieved. The origin consoli-

dation is a pretty simple concept which means shipments from multiple suppliers is con-

solidated in consolidation point in origin to a one shipment. This consolidated shipment 

is shipped as a one shipment instead of multiple shipments. This consolidation process 

lowers shipping costs because less shipments and bigger shipments. (Lilly. 2016) The 

author presents origin consolidation more closely in Chapter 2. Data for the research has 

been received from case company in 2015 and it is approximately one-year’s shipping 

data. The author uses this data, for optimization calculations and analyses made in the 

study.  

 

First chapter in the thesis is an introduction. This chapter introduces reader to an ocean 

freight industry and the latest trends in the industry. These trends build a background 

and a need for the research. Chapter ends to a company introduction, research aims and 

a timetable. Second chapter presents a theoretical frame which is needed for this re-

search. Besides this second chapter introduces theories behind the optimization study 

and strategic advantages and disadvantages related to the company. In third chapter the 

author, explains a methodology which has been used in this research. Chapter 3 ends to 

an explanation how data has been received and discussion about validity of it. Fourth 

chapter, is detailed overview about the optimization study and results of it. Lastly, in 

fifth and sixth chapter the author discusses about the results and the research ends to a 

conclusion.  
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1.3 An ocean freight industry  

The ocean freight industry has always been, and is going to be also in the future, heavily 

affected by megatrends around a globe. Major changes in an economy and globalization 

have been also noticed in the ocean freight industry. These changes have led to a situa-

tion where industrial work has shifted from USA and Europe, to cheaper workforce 

countries in Asia. Besides the workforce changes, also consumption changes and coun-

tries who are driving economic growth, are shifting a trade focus points around the 

globe. All these megatrends have major effect to the ocean freight industry. In past 

years, trends like an environmental thinking and fuel prices has effected heavily to the 

ocean freight industry. These trends have led to situation, where ocean carriers are 

building bigger ships and transit times are longer than ever before. This is a way how 

ocean carriers try to drive fuel and another cost savings. From Finland and other Baltic 

sea region point of view, latest big change has been implementing of the Sulphur di-

rective. (Suomen meriliikenteen skenaariot 2030. 2013)  

 

An ocean freight as a transportation mode, is very slow from transit time point of view. 

When comparing it to other transportation modes, it is clearly slowest. As opposite to 

other transportation modes, an ocean freight can carry big quantities. This makes an 

ocean freight the most cost effective way to transport goods around the globe. Globally 

more than 90 % of all transported goods are transported by ocean. In Finland, more than 

90 % from exported goods are transported by ocean and from all imported goods 80 % 

are transported by ocean. (Meriliitto. 2016) 

 

When comparing to other transportation modes, an air transportation is faster than 

ocean, but at the same time it is also five times more expensive. A truck transportation 

is cheaper than the air transportation, but it is good only with short distances. A rail 

transportation is considered to be most similar to the ocean freight. From continent to 

continent point of view, the rail transportation is a bit faster than the ocean, but prices 

are still doubled compared to the ocean transportation. This situation is not changing 

either, because capacity in rails cannot meet the ocean transportation capacity. (Suomen 

meriliikenteen skenaariot 2030. 2013) 
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The ocean freight and a global trade, has been in great turbulence for years now. This 

turbulence has had a negative effect to companies who use the ocean freight. It has led 

to situation, where companies cannot forecast their transportation costs and flow of 

goods to warehouses has become unreliable. In general, situation has shifted companies 

focus more to control ocean freight rates rather than developing the supply chain which 

has been the main strategy for many companies to achieve reduced transportation costs.  

1.3.1 History of an ocean transportation 

Today, 90 % of everything which we buy is transported in containers. That means at 

least 20 million containers are shipped at this very moment. The ocean freight history is 

relatively long, but what really changed the ocean freight industry was containerization. 

Containerization history dates to 18th century, but development in larger scale started in 

50’s when, for example United States army started to use containers in order to easily 

deal bulk cargo. Containerization breakthrough happened in 70’s when a larger scale 

standardization happened and ships were built to meet container standards. This stand-

ardization did not only affect the ocean freight industry, but it also spread to a road and 

a rail freight industry. Standardization revolutionized the way of handling cargo from 

bulk cargo to use of different chassis. (Levinson. 2016) 

 

 

Figure 1. Thinking inside of the box (The Economist 2. 2016) 
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Standardization had a huge effect on the world trade because it enabled to handle cargo 

faster, cheaper and seamlessly between the transportation modes. This standardization 

made the world smaller and companies could reach markets further away quicker and 

cheaper. Globally container standardization helped economies to grow faster and that 

can be seen also in statistics. (See Figure 1) After containerization there has been only 

one year when the ocean industry globally has not grown.  (See Figure 2)  

 

 

Figure 2. Global container volume (Charles. 2013) 

1.3.2 Ocean freight trends 

The ocean freight industry is heavily affected by world trade trends. Year 2015 was ex-

ceptional because the world trade grew in average 2 % year-on-year. There has been 

only five other years in past 50 years when the world trade has grown 2 % or less 

(KPMG Transport tracker. 2016). A forecast for years 2016 and 2017 is also modest. 

The IMF is projecting growth for 2016 3.1 % and 3.4 % for 2017 (IMF News. 2016). 

These uncertainties in past years have led to a situation which ocean freight markets 

have not seen before.  

 

Global trade trends itself would not be catastrophically itself, but at the same time carri-

ers have started to order new vessels to replace old ones. Ocean carriers forecasted be-

fore 2008 downturn that demand in markets would stay healthy, which led to decision to 

invest to larger megaships with a capacity over 18 000 + TEUs. These decisions have 
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led to the situation where capacity kept growing a lot faster than demand in the markets. 

In 2016 the situation is getting slightly better (see Figure 3) but still the fact is that ca-

pacity is growing faster than demand. (Supply Chain Digest 1. 2016) 

 

 

Figure 3. Annual Containership Capacity Growth 1990 – 2016 (Supply Chain Digest 2. 2016) 

 

This over capacity versus lack of demand situation, is causing big economical losses to 

ocean carriers which has led to alliances between ocean carriers. At the moment, it 

seems that there is no quick fix to the situation and it leads most likely to more consoli-

dation inside of the ocean freight industry.  

 

Most recent hit to the ocean industry, were collapse of carrier Hanjin Shipping. Hanjin 

shipping filed bankruptcy leaving more than 60 ships floating in ocean and they were 

carrying cargo worth more than USD 14 billion. This is a good example of, how the 

ocean freight industry is in unhealthy situation. A slow global economy and overcapaci-

ty in the markets is causing heavy losses. All these growing uncertainties have also ef-

fected to their customers. (Profits Overboard. 2016)  
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Figure 4. China Containerized Freight Index (Shanghai Shipping Exchange. 2016)  

Current price turbulence in the ocean freight market (see Figure 4) is heavily effecting 

also to companies who use the ocean freight. One of the issues has been, how to predict 

what is a final cost of transportation and how to measure it year-on-year. In current 

price turbulence, it has been almost in possible to compare year on year costs. Another 

bigger issue has been unreliability of transit times. When ocean carriers sell with low 

rates, they might skip sailings for cheap containers, to improve profitability of sailing. 

This issue has direct effect to companies’ businesses. 

1.4 The case company 

The case company, where the shipping data has been received, wants to stay anonymous 

for this research. Collaboration with the case company limits to the shipping data re-

ceived from them. There is no further possibility to pull out a new data from them and 

the data is meant to be used only as a shipping profile. From the author point of view 

this is not a problem because core idea of the study is to research the shipping profile 

instead of evaluating data quality changes in their ERP system.  

 

The case company is a company who is operating in multiple countries and was founded 

in 1940s. The company is still a family owned company and they are operating in a re-

tail industry. They develop, manufacture and sell quality products for their customers. 

Customers which company have, are mainly business to business customers. Company 

is manufacturing their products overseas in China and other parts of Asia. Throughout 

history they have grew naturally, through collaborations and as well as through acquisi-
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tions. At the moment, they are a market leader in a Nordic region and they are expand-

ing to Europe to countries like UK, Germany, Italy and Russia.  

1.5 Current state of the case company 

Currents state, in the case company is same kind of situation where many Finnish com-

panies are today. The company has grown naturally and through acquisitions, and there 

has not been board level attention to a supply chain management. Logistics and trans-

portation has been managed in a side of grow without any a supply chain strategy. The 

company has a logistic manager but there has not been any deeper level collaboration 

with other departments inside of the company. This lack of collaboration has led to situ-

ation where the logistic manager has been focusing to manage RFQ process and pro-

curement of logistics services.   

 

The company has been historically buying with incoterm CIP and other C-terms from 

their suppliers which means their suppliers determines how a transportation part of sup-

ply chain is happening up to Swedish port. They are also responsible of costs of this 

transportation to Swedish port. From Swedish port, onwards the case company is re-

sponsible of the transportation and costs of it. The case company has multiple ware-

houses: their own and outsourced. This situation is partly consequence of the natural 

grow and need for bigger stock due to uncertainties in the supply chain. They have not 

been able to forecast detailed enough, when do they have finished goods in their stock. 

This overall situation is causing internal conflicts between departments and company is 

failing to meet their customer promise. Overall they have been satisfied about state of 

the supply chain but they have also realized that improvements need to be done.  

 

In normal a situation, the company is using single-echelon strategy but in current situa-

tion with high inventory they have an extra warehouse location. This is a 3rd party loca-

tion which purpose is to have extra space and that space is needed because of high in-

ventory. In current situation, the case company is using multi-echelon strategy which 

means now they consider these two locations as one from inventory decisions point of 

view. When their inventory is optimized and they are in the normal situation, they use 

single-echelon inventory strategy. 
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1.6 Aim and research questions 

Aim of this study is to research can the origin consolidation lower total transportation 

costs. If it is possible, and cost savings are big enough, purpose is to show for compa-

nies in same kind of situation, that savings can be done without jeopardizing operational 

efficiency. 

 

The Aim of this study is to answer to five different questions.  

1. How change of the delivery term affects to transportation costs?  

2. Can origin consolidation cut total transportation expenses, and if so, how much?  

3. In which part of the supply chain savings are achieved? 

4. Are there any parts of the supply chain where costs increase?  

5. What other benefits can be achieved with the origin consolidation? 

 

In this study, the author concentrates only to ocean freight FCL and LCL volumes and 

specifically in Shanghai – Leksand lane via Gothenburg. Shipping data has also other 

lanes but those are excluded because Shanghai – Leksand lane is over half of volumes. 

This study does not take into consideration any other routings than via Gothenburg port 

and all shipments are treated so that an incoterm FOB would be in use. There are also 

other assumptions which are used in calculations and those can be found detailed from 

calculations part of the study.  

 

Data to this study has been collected in June 2015 and there is no possibility to refresh 

or evaluate validity of shipping data with another data pull. Purpose is to find out gener-

ally, how consolidation process achieves cost savings instead of resolving how data 

quality works specifically with this company.  
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1.7 Schedule of study and project figure 

This master thesis is scheduled to be done roughly in six months. The author has a flex-

ible personal situation in terms of time to use for the research, so milestones in a project 

table is not that strict. Only strict milestone is returning of the thesis. This research is 

considered to be done when optimizations study calculations have been done and re-

search questions can be answered based on that.  

 

Data for the project was received in 2015 so there was no need to reserve time for col-

lecting data. The authors evaluation of the data validity is done more closely in Section 

3.2. Quality of the data was checked during 2015 and it was proven to be good. Few ad-

justments needed to be done before optimization study but it did not have any signifi-

cant impact to the data.  

 

Supply chain as a concept is wide and can be extended to numerous different directions. 

One of the main challenges was to find theory frame which is directly giving a big pic-

ture of strategies but at the same time digs into subject close enough. The origin consol-

idation was known for the author in practise but a theory behind it was not familiar.  

 

Table 1. Project time table (The Author) 
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1.8 Definitions 

The author lists down all definitions used in this research to explain acronyms and con-

cepts used in research text. In remarks column, there is an information where this defini-

tion was used.   

Table 2. Definitions (The Author) 

Acronym Definition Remarks 
Bullwhip Effect Phenomenon caused by swings in inventory. 2.3 

C Customer Figure 4 & 5 

CBM Cubic Meter 3 & 4 

CFR Cost and Freight 2.3. 

CFS Container freight station 2.3. 

CIF Cost, Insurance and Freight 2.3. 

CIP Carriage and Insurance Paid to 2.3. 

CY Container Yard Calculations 

CONSOLIDATION POINT Forwarder/Agent warehouse 2.4 

CO2 Carbon Dioxide 2.2 

DC Distribution Center Figure 4 & 5 

EPA The Environmental Protection Agency 2.2 

ERP Enterprise Resource Planning System 3 

FCL Full container load 2.3 

GOT Gothenburg 3.4 

HC High Cube 3.4 

IATA The International Air Transport Association 2.2 

ICC International Chamber of Commerce 2.3 

IMF International Monetary Fund 1.3 

IMO International Maritime Organization 2.2 

Inbound Import shipment from origin going to destination 4 

KG Kilos 4.3 

LANE LEVEL Trade lane from SHA to GOT 1.2 

LCL Less than container load 1, 3, 4 and 5 

LSP Logistic Service Provider 2.3 

ORIGIN CONSOLIDATION Consolidating cargo before shipping overseas. 1 – 6 

POD Proof of Delivery 2.3 

RDC Regional Distribution Center Figure 7 

RFQ Request for quotation 1 

SHA Shanghai 3.4 
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SCM Supply Chain Management 2.1 

SKU Stock keeping unit 2.3 

SME Small medium enterprise 2.3 

TCO Total cost of ownership 2.4 

THC Terminal Handling Charge 2.3 

TEU Twenty-foot equivalent unit 1.3 

UK United Kindom 2.3 

USA United States of America 1.3 

USD United States Dollar Multiple 

2 THEORETICAL FRAME 

The aim, background and limitations for the research have been explained in Chapter 1. 

In Chapter 2, the author explains theory behind the research and explain how it supports 

this study. The theoretical frame for the study consist of six different subjects: Supply 

chain strategy, Incoterms, Origin consolidation, inventory strategy, total cost of owner-

ship and delivery strategy. These subjects are directly related to research questions of 

the study. By using these theories in optimization study, the author discusses how study 

results answer to research aims. This discussion has been done in Chapter 5.  

 

In Section 2.1 the author goes through a supply chain strategy and a transportation strat-

egy. The Basic theories and differences between the supply chain strategy and the sup-

ply chain management are explained. After that, the author gives a brief look of devel-

oping the supply chain strategy and in last part of this chapter the author explains theory 

behind a transportation strategy. A transportation strategy is part of a supply chain strat-

egy and theories are directly linked to each other. These theories help reader to under-

stand the theory behind the optimization study and starting point for the case company. 

The author also discusses, what kind of strategy changes the optimization study makes 

and how is it going to affect current situation.  

 

Section 2.2 aims to describe a transportation as itself but also nature of it. Transporta-

tion decisions are trade-offs between costs and a transit time. Transportation decisions 

and trade-offs which this research studies effect to the whole supply chain. End of 

Chapter two the author discusses about trade-offs related to this research.  
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Section 2.3 is dedicated to explanation of incoterms and history of them. First the author 

explains history of the incoterms and why those were developed. Incoterms 2010 are in 

key position in an international trade. Section ends to comparison of C and F-terms, 

which are most essential from the study point of view. Discussion focuses to difference 

in costs.  

 

Section 2.4 concentrates to explain the origin consolidation, single and multi-echelon 

inventory systems. These are strategies which effect to which part of the companies 

supply chain inventory concentrates. This is directly related to the case company current 

situation and situation after the optimizations study. 

 

Last sections numbers 2.5 and 2.6 explains different costs concepts related to purchas-

ing decisions and a supply chain. These concepts explain how purchasing decisions 

should not be made blindly focusing only to purchase price. Last chapter has a summary 

of theories and discussion about it.  

2.1 A supply chain strategy 

Today’s customer no longer wants to buy a lot of products at the same time, but instead 

of they expect added value provided by a supplier at the same time when they buy small 

portions. This makes trades of today completely different than it was in mass production 

era. Trading have become more than just a simple transactional sale (Hines. 2014). But 

at the same time, purchasers in many companies are driving cost reductions and im-

provement in the supply chain (Quayle. 2005). This means today’s customers are more 

demanding and they expect that the supplier of today can react properly when demand is 

either high or low. Therefore, companies need to have the supply chain strategy, which 

is responsive to customer requirements and meets customers service levels (Hines. 

2014). This is a key to deliver customer centric supply chain strategy, which ultimately 

reflects back as customer satisfaction. Besides that, the supply chain strategy needs to 

connect seamlessly together other partners within supply chain (Gattorna. 1998). 

 

These new supply chains are networks, which link to each other, all parties in supply 

chain. In these networks are: suppliers, raw material providers, manufacturers, distribu-
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tors, retailers. When all these parties are connected to a same value network it elimi-

nates hick ups, duplications and provides better information flow. All these benefits en-

sure better transportation inside of the network and smoother delivery to customers. Ul-

timately it leads to better customer satisfaction. (Gattorna. 1998) 

2.1.1 Developing a supply chain strategy 

A supply chain strategy is often confused with a supply chain management. The supply 

chain management purpose is to control and lower costs in a supply chain but the supply 

chain strategy is really a larger concept. The supply chain strategy is constant process 

which assesses trade-offs between a customer service and costs. It also defines which 

way company’s supply chain should be operated (Happek. 2005). The supply chain 

strategy purpose is to create operational efficiency and effectiveness at the same time 

integrate with other partners within the supply chain. The supply chain management 

role is to work as a business function across departments (Bidgoli. 2010). 

 

The first thing, that a good supply chain strategy needs to be, is that it aligns with com-

pany overall business strategy. This is essential, because if strategies do not align, then 

these two strategies are pulling rope to different direction. This forces supply chain op-

erations to act as a customer service function, which serves whole enterprise targets. 

Traditionally operations see themselves as an operational department rather than a cus-

tomer service department. In perfect scenario, the supply chain strategy is enabler for 

business strategies to achieve an enterprise level goals. This also applies to other strate-

gies like marketing etc. so it is not different for supply chain strategy either. (Happek. 

2005) In many instances, the supply chain strategy is a key component when driving 

enterprise targets. (Mangan, Lalwani, Butcher. 2008) If enterprise target is to be a low-

price provider, then the supply chain strategy needs to be aligned with that goal. 

(Happek. 2005) In practise, this means cost of transportation should be as low as possi-

ble instead of creating costly added values (Happek. 2005). 

 

Before a company can start to develop, or implement, chosen supply chain strategy, it 

needs to assess realistically company’s capabilities and assets. For instance, if the com-

pany has big overhead costs and heavy logistics organization, it is difficult to start to 
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develop a low-cost strategy. In other hand, it is difficult to start to implement a complex 

supply chain strategy, if there are no staff to do it. It is important that realities match 

with resources.  

2.1.2 Aligning a supply Chain Strategy with a business strategy 

A business strategy is an overall strategy for whole a company. The business strategy 

purpose is to use core competences within the company to achieve goals set in the busi-

ness strategy. The business strategy gives high level direction where the company wants 

to be in certain time. It is also a competitive tool and decision making process for what, 

when and where to offer.  (Happek. 2005)  

 

Professor Hau L. Lee (2004) has researched that top supply chains have three different 

qualities: agile, ability to adapt changes in market strategies and structures, supply chain 

is aligned to all partners in a supply chain network. First, Lee (2004) noticed that agile 

supply chains are fast to react to changes in supply or demand. Secondly, when a supply 

chain has an ability to adapt changes in market conditions, it always reflects accordingly 

in supply chain strategy. Third, when all partners interest to the supply chain were taken 

into consideration, it maximized performance in the supply chain. When all these three 

factors are in place, it creates competitive advantage to the company. (Lee. 2004) 

2.1.3 What good looks like 

As mentioned above, the supply chain strategy needs to be: realistic, align with business 

strategy and be customer centric. Besides this according to Mangan, Lalwani and 

Butcher (2008): “Formulating a strategy for logistics and SCM should not be restricted 

to the logistics function: instead it should involve taking a cross-functional process 

based perspective.” (Mangan, Lalwani, Butcher. 2008) 

 

Unlike other strategies, within a business strategy the supply chain strategy is cross-

functional. This cross-functionality means the supply chain strategy needs to be inte-

grated with all functions to get full benefit from it. This means also that 3rd parties out-
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side of the company needs to be aligned with the supply chain strategy. (Mangan, Lal-

wani, Butcher. 2008) 

 

In recent decades, there have been two more frequently used supply chain strategies: 

lean and agile logistics. This thesis does not go into details of these strategies because 

nowadays supply chain strategies are more tailored which means “one size fits all” kind 

of thinking does not work anymore. (Mangan, Lalwani, Butcher. 2008)  

 

Most important thing, like with all strategies, is the implementation. It does not matter 

how good strategy the company has developed if implementation of it fails. It is crucial, 

to consider before implementation, that employers are committed, leadership is in place 

and measurements are in place (Kourdi. 2009). All this means, there is a full implemen-

tation plan in place and project management group to observe it. When measurements 

are in place, corporate directors and the project group can closely follow up implemen-

tation process. When measurements are clear and well communicated to personnel, it 

makes personnel understand their responsibilities and contribution. It is important that 

results are frequently communicated and corporate rewards personnel from good 

achievements. (Happek. 2005)  

 

In this research, the case company has chosen one of their core business strategies to be 

close to their customer and have always products to deliver. This business strategy has 

led to a situation where the case company has unnecessary inventory in their supply 

chain. Another reason for this situation, is that their business strategy and supply chain 

strategy are not aligned. The author noticed; the case company supply chain strategy is 

not implemented properly throughout an organization. As Mangan, Lalwani and Butch-

er (2008) mentioned the supply chain strategy needs to be cross-functional strategy in-

stead of one department strategy. Besides above mentioned negative sides, promising 

thing is the case company has a strategy which is customer centric.  
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2.1.4 Summary of the supply chain strategy 

Customers nowadays are more demanding and it has evolved supply chains to be more 

customer centric. In past decade, corporates have started to think their supply chains 

more strategically. This change in behaviour has led to a situation, where many corpo-

rates today have a supply chain strategy. The key factor behind great companies are 

properly implemented strategy. The good supply chain strategy, which is executed with 

cross-functional operational excellence, provides extra value to customers and success 

to the company. (Happek. 2005)  

2.2 Transportation strategy, costs and trade-offs  

In this chapter, the author goes through theory behind a transportation strategy. A trans-

portation strategy is part of a supply chain strategy so these two theories are directly 

linked to each other. The author discusses, further in the research, how a supply chain 

strategy and a transportation strategy decisions effect to business costs. The author also 

goes through, how these two combined strategies are related to the optimization study.  

 

In today’s fast moving world, transportation management and a transportation strategy 

must be innovative and flexible enough to react business environment changes (Scott, 

Lundgren, Thompson. 2011). One of the key element, in the transportation strategy, is 

to design the most effective way to transport goods across the company’s supply chain. 

The key element for the successful transportation strategy is, to choose correct transpor-

tation mode that meets company’s production strategy and a customer promise. Good 

transportation strategy balances costs and transport time needed (Shah. 2009). Variables 

where to choose from are: speed, reliability, security, quality, environment and cost. 

From these variables companies, can choose among five different transportation modes: 

Air, road, rail, water, and pipeline. All these five different transportation modes have 

their own unique features (Scott, Lundgren, Thompson. 2011). 
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2.2.1 What means a transportation in the supply chain  

Transportation is divided to two main categories in the supply chain: Primary transport 

and secondary transport. Primary transport is considered to be movement between com-

panies’ facilities. These are so called line-haul movements. Primary focus with these 

movements is traditionally price. According to Rushton, Croucher and Baker (2014) 

companies seldom see these movements as a value-added service. Companies typically 

miss to see how these movements adds value to a customer. Primary transport is target-

ed to have as full as possible vehicles and operating at minimum cost. (Rushton, 

Croucher, Baker. 2014) Unlike common perception, the author sees also value in prima-

ry transports. Based on his experience, when clinches and unnecessary work can be 

minimised in primary transports, the company’s supply chain is more transparent. This 

can be seen as cost savings in side costs and transparency can be used to create extra 

value to a customer. The author continues discussion about this in Chapter 5. 

 

Secondary transport is movement of goods to end user or to a customer. These move-

ments are usually called final delivery or final mile. Final mile deliveries are seen often 

as a customer service function because in several industries these are only touch points 

with customers. Therefore, these deliveries are seen as valued added service so compa-

nies are willing to do trade-offs between a cost and a service. There are industries where 

delivery window is very tight and missing one of them might cause penalties. Often 

companies see these final deliveries as differentiator to competitors. (Rushton, 

Croucher, Baker. 2014) 

 

Addition to two main categories in transportations there is one additional transportation 

category called a reverse logistics. A reverse logistics means goods collection and return 

back to a distribution centre or a factory. Typically, companies plan one-way logistics 

through the supply chain and take care of returns and reverse-logistics in spot basis. 

(Rushton, Croucher, Baker. 2014) This can end up to be costly for the companies if it is 

not managed well.  
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2.2.2 Transportation modes 

Important factor, to take into consideration with different transportation modes, is that 

they can compete with each other. Air transportation can be cheap to most popular des-

tinations and this drives costs down. In those cases, air transportation mode can compete 

with road and water transportation mode. In the other hand, water transportation has in-

vented new products which can take volume from air and road. For example, tempera-

ture controlled container within Europe can be also shipped as an ocean freight. (Scott, 

Lundgren, Thompson. 2011) 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Different modes of transportation. (Scott, Lundgren, Thompson. 2011) 

 

Air as a transportation mode is fast compared to other transportation modes. Truck 

transportation within in continent and country can be quite fast but usually transit time 

is a week and over. Rail transportation is medium fast from continent to continent point 

of view which means transportation time is usually from two weeks to four weeks. 

Ocean as a transportation mode is slowest from all transportation modes. Only ocean 

transportation part takes normally around three to four weeks and typically customer 

must add additional week in origin and in destination. All transportation modes are quite 

reliable. Air and ocean transportation are most effected by weather and other service 

interruptions. There are a lot of flights nowadays, so interruptions do not have such a 

big effect to air transportation. In ocean transportation when delays occur, normally 

there is no chance to gain that delay back. From environment point of view, ocean trans-
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its are most environmental. This is because environmental effect is spread to all masses 

which are transported by ocean. Air freight is most polluting transportation mode.  

 

From costs point of view, all transportation modes are priced from transportation time 

point of view. The faster transit it is, the more expensive it is. Therefore, an air transport 

mode generally is most expensive and in another hand ocean is the cheapest one.  

Table 3. Differences between transport modes from overseas point of view. Excluding pipeline. (The Author) 

 
 

For most companies who manufacture a product, their biggest driver of choosing a 

transportation mode is cost. Cost is easiest component to understood when choosing be-

tween all variables. Besides cost, big driver when making transport mode decision, is 

nature of goods. Certain products as pharmaceuticals, requires certain transport mode. 

(Shah. 2009) Transportation costs is covered more detailed in Chapter 2.4.  

2.2.3 Transportation cost and transit time 

Transportation cost is a cost which a buyer is paying for a transport provider. Transport 

cost forms from fixed infrastructure costs and operating costs. Operating costs are built 

from different elements such as: geography, energy, how freight is carried, infrastruc-

ture and administration barriers (Rodrigue, Nottebook. 2016). Transportation rates are 

commonly divided to freight rate and additional fees. Additional fees can be for exam-

ple: terminal fees, handling fees, fuel, security etc. According to Shah, (2009) price per 

kilo in cargo transportation is lower, if volume is high or distance is short. Cost per kilo 

is relatively lower for big shipments compared to small shipments and short distances. 

Reason for this, is that fixed costs in transportation are spread for more kilometres and 

kilos. This is how economic of scale works in transportation costs (Shah. 2009). Trans-

portation cost from buyer’s perspective is explained in Chapter 2.4.  
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Transportation time is always trade of business goals and costs. Transportation time is 

one piece of products total lead time from production to a customer. According to 

Fleischmann, Nunen, Speranza and Stähly (2012) other pieces are purchasing time and, 

assembly and production time. Depending of products nature, transportation time can 

have a long or short effect to whole a lead time (Fleischmann, Nunen, Speranza, Stähly. 

2012). A company can influence to a transportation time with safety stocks and different 

inventory systems which are looked at more closely in Section 2.4. A transportation 

time includes all time used to transportation in a supply chain from a supplier to a cus-

tomer.  

2.2.4 Transportation security and environment 

Transports are vital for a company or a country. Without secured transportation a com-

pany or a country cannot work. Security is defined as the way of protect companies in-

ventory, staff, buildings and another infrastructure. This means also, securing 3rd party 

assets, like planes and people, from company’s own cargo. Every companies primary 

goal is to deliver their goods to a customer secured, to turn those goods to revenue. Se-

curity legislation and requirements are controlled by many different organization such 

as the IMO, the IATA etc. but ultimately companies and their workers are always re-

sponsible of their shipments. These security organizations work under a legal mandate. 

(Edwards, Goodrich. 2016)  

 

According to the EPA (2016) a transportation industry is causing nearly 14 % of worlds 

Co2 emissions (US Environmental Protection Agency. 2016). Therefore, environmental 

focus is one of the most rapidly growing trends among companies. More and more, 

companies are building greener supply chains to meet companies’ values and promises. 

Companies have noticed by implementing environment-friendly processes they can save 

from financial point of view and stand out themselves from the competitor. There are 

also other parties which drive companies towards a greener supply chain.  Governments 

have started to regulate environmental affects and those have led to different regulations 

which companies must implement. Besides governments also customers demand visibil-

ity to a Co2 emissions and they have also started to demand different factors to imple-

ment. (Sople. 2016)  
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A transportation strategy decision has major effects to transportation costs. Companies 

nowadays makes transportation strategy decisions based on the business strategy and 

values of the company. In this research, the author looks the current transportation strat-

egy from another point of view and is it going to have a direct affect to transportation 

costs. The optimization study concentrates only to ocean shipments. It is important to 

understand nature of other transportation modes because the research pros and cons can 

be also replicated to other transportation modes and future studies. In next chapter, the 

author explains more detailed incoterms and how a transportation strategy and costs are 

related to incoterms. 

2.3 Incoterms 

When companies across the globe want to do business with each other first thing is to 

ensure that both of parties speak the same language. In many cases companies think 

they are talking same language, but because of cultural differences and meaning of 

words can be different. These differences are why there is a need for common rules and 

those are called incoterms. At first the author explains how incoterms were born and 

history of them until latest version of these delivery terms. After that, the author gives a 

brief look at terms itself and in last section the author concentrates to C terms and F 

terms because those are essential from the research point of view. (Reuvid, Sherlock. 

2011) 

2.3.1 Born of the incoterms 

Incoterms are in advance determined commercial terms published by the ICC (Interna-

tional Chamber of Commerce). Incoterms are three letter codes which define obligations 

in terms of delivery costs, insurances, terms of payments, risks and duties and taxes. 

These terms of delivery define when a seller and a buyer have fulfilled their obligations. 

(Gath. 2016)  
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Today incoterms as delivery terms are commonly accepted by companies, countries, 

authorities and everyone who are doing business globally. Delivery terms were created 

to have common rules across the globe for international business. Nowadays delivery 

terms are standard for international trade and rules of incoterms help to avoid misunder-

standings between a buyer and a seller. Incoterms was first published 1936 and latest 

version is called incoterms 2010 and it is eight version from incoterms. (Gath. 2016) 

2.3.2 History of the Incoterms 

Nature of a global trade changed to more complex trading when different countries 

started to implement tolls, taxes and different ways of paying. At the same time trade 

was no longer trade between two parties but there was also possibility for multiple par-

ties. At this time the ICC started to create standard for a global trade and 1928 pre-

incoterms were created. The ICC published six terms of trade to describe most com-

monly used ways of trade. These six terms were: FOB, FAS, FOT, FOR, free delivered 

CIF and C&F. In 1936 first version of incoterms was published and these six terms 

were basis for it. Now a global trade had it first standards for international trade. (Räty. 

2006)  

 

First version of these delivery terms was used nearly 20 years before terms were updat-

ed by the ICC in year 1953. After 1953 incoterms, have been modified to adapt to 

changes in a global trade. Traditionally when incoterms have been modified there have 

come new terms, updated ones and some of old terms have been deleted. These updates 

have been done 1980, 1990, 2000 and latest ones are 2010 incoterms (Cook. 2014). The 

ICC recognizes as a biggest change in update history, creation of FCA terms in 1980 

which determined more closely reception point for goods. Next big change was in 1990 

when POD process was amended so that also electronic version of it were approved. 

Latest amendments before incoterms 2010 were in 2000, when responsibility of export 

clearance were changed from a buyer to a seller in FAS term. Second big change was 

that a seller was responsible of loading goods to buyers collecting vehicle in FCA term. 

Also, a buyer was obligated to receive sellers arriving vehicle unloaded (ICC. 2016). In 

incoterm 2010 terms were cut down from 13 terms to 11 terms. Terms DAF, DES, DEQ 

and DDU were replaced with two totally new terms DAT and DAP. In 2000 terms were 
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divided to four different categories but in 2010 terms are divided to 2 categories based 

on mode of transport. Four rules can be used only in an ocean transportation and rest 

seven can be used in all modes of transportation. Terms which are in first category are: 

EXW, FCA, CPT, CIP, DAT, DAP and DDP. Four terms which are applicable only to 

transportation by water are: FAS, FOB, CFR and CIF. (Cook. 2014) 

 

All thought incoterms are nowadays a standard it is important to remember that there 

are no rules or governance requirements which would require use of these delivery 

terms. Incoterms is part of a law and a legal jurisdiction and have a legal standing when 

used. (Cook. 2014) 

2.3.3 Terms of Delivery and Terms of Payment  

As mentioned above, incoterms core purpose is to determine where and when the seller 

have fulfilled their responsibilities and when goods have been delivered as per contract. 

This is also normally the point where risk passes to a buyer and commonly a point when 

payment is processed. Figure 6 shows in detailed how responsibilities and transports 

costs are divided between a buyer and a seller in each delivery term. (Reuvid, Sherlock. 

2011) 

 

 Figure 6. Incoterms 2010 (Marine-business. Incoterms 2010) 
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EXW is easy term for a seller. Basically, a seller points where to pick up properly 

packed cargo. A buyer is also responsible of loading cargo to a vehicle. After that, a 

buyer has all responsibilities of the cargo even though a seller should be involved in ex-

port clearance process. (The eleven rules in brief. 2016) 

FCA term defines that a seller is responsible of export clearance and delivery to defined 

place. In an international trade this normally means that a seller is responsible of deliv-

ering cargo to a defined terminal and unloading cargo there. FCA is commonly used for 

containerized goods. (The eleven rules in brief. 2016) 

FAS or Free alongside ship is used only in an ocean transportation and responsibility of 

the cargo moves to a buyer when the cargo is in determined point alongside of a ship. 

This is not a good term to use with containerized goods because it is more meant for 

example a timber business. A seller is responsible of an export clearance. (The eleven 

rules in brief. 2016) 

FOB is one of the original six terms and is one of those terms which is only used in wa-

terway transportation. Responsibility of goods changes to a buyer when goods are ex-

port cleared in pointed vessel. A buyer determines used vessel and is responsible of all 

costs after loading. (The eleven rules in brief. 2016) 

CFR is meant only for waterway transportation and generally is meant for a bulk cargo. 

A seller responsibility is to deliver goods export cleared to named vessel. A seller is also 

responsible of ocean transportation costs and costs of unloading from a vessel. Risks in 

other hand are transferred to a buyer when goods are loaded to a ship. (The eleven rules 

in brief. 2016) 

CIF is last of the terms which is only meant for a waterway transportation. CIF is meant 

to be used with a bulk cargo rather than containerized cargo. A seller is responsible of 

costs up to unloading cargo in destination port as in CFR. Risks move to a buyer when 

the cargo is loaded to a vessel in origin port. All this is same as in CFR but in CIF a 

seller is responsible of insurance up to a named port. Problem in CIF is that there is no 

defined level of insurance. This means that requirement is only minimum level of insur-

ance. (The eleven rules in brief. 2016) 
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CPT is used in all transportation modes. A seller is responsible of arranging cargo to 

named place but a seller is not responsible of an insurance or risks after release to a car-

rier. In CPT, a buyer is responsible of THC costs. (The eleven rules in brief. 2016) 

CIP can be used with all transportation modes and combination of transportation modes. 

Transportation costs are seller’s responsibility up to a name destination station. In CIP, 

a seller is also responsible of a cargo insurance up to a destination named station. THC 

charges are responsibility of a buyer. (The eleven rules in brief. 2016) 

DAT is first so called a door to door delivery term. A seller is responsible of delivering 

the cargo and cover costs up to a named destination terminal. In DAT, a seller is respon-

sible of unloading goods in a destination terminal. A seller is also responsible of risks 

and arranging insurance for goods up to a named terminal. A buyer is responsible of 

import clearance and all local taxes and duties. (The eleven rules in brief. 2016) 

DAP is the same as DAT but with a difference of buyer is responsible of unloading 

goods into a named destination terminal. Risks change to a buyer when goods are ready 

for unloading. A buyer is responsible of local taxes and import duties. (The eleven rules 

in brief. 2016) 

DDP is all-in solution for a buyer. This means a seller is responsible of everything a 

buyer only needs to name location where to deliver. In DDP a buyer is responsible of all 

transportation costs, import taxes, import duties and responsible of risks and insurance. 

Responsibility of the goods changes to a buyer when goods are made ready for unload-

ing. (The eleven rules in brief. 2016) 

Table 4. Incoterm definitions (The Author) 
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2.3.4 Current situation and C-Terms from a cost point of view 

Choosing of a delivery term used in company’s international trade needs to be align to 

their purchasing and selling strategy. In all international trade, there is normally two dif-

ferent companies who both might have different supply chain strategies. In trade negoti-

ations, these two parties agree which terms should be used. The seller of course, should 

take into consideration requests from the buyer, because ultimately it is matter of cus-

tomer satisfaction. (UK Essays. 2013) 

 

In this thesis, the case company is currently buying their goods from Asia mostly with 

C-terms. This means their suppliers are responsible of paying transportation costs to 

named place in Sweden. The case company is responsible of risks after goods have been 

loaded to a vessel and they are covering domestic delivery costs and duties and taxes. 

(Seyoum. 2009) 

Supplier’s benefits of using C-term are that a seller can choose a carrier and they are 

procuring transportation locally. In some cases, this might be cheaper than a buyer 

would procure locally from destination. It is also beneficially to use C-term if govern-

ment of seller requires use of national shipping line (Seyoum. 2009). Another benefit is 

that a seller can export goods right away from their warehouse instead of waiting a buy-

er to arrange transportation. Negative factors are that they must cover most of the cost 

of transportation. A seller also has risks in terms of customer satisfaction. If their chosen 

transportation company fails in most cases seller gets blame from that. That may lead to 

loss of sales and in worst cases losing the customer.  

 

C-terms can be seen tempting for a buyer, because a seller is covering major part of 

transportation costs. Other benefit for a buyer, is that they only need to deal locally with 

the local transportation companies (iContainers. 2016). This might be tempting especial-

ly for a small importer. There are also negative factors for a buyer: lack of control for a 

transportation, lack of visibility, reactive position in terms of force major cases and pos-

sibility of hidden costs in goods price. Sellers typically hide freight, insurance etc. costs 

into their rates. These rates normally have buffers for bigger fluctuations in freight pric-

es. Usually this means a buyer is paying higher price for transportation than if they 

would choose carrier by themselves. Overall it is considered that, importers who are un-
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familiar with import logistics and import trade, using of C-delivery term makes it easy 

to start. More experienced and bigger importers typically use F-delivery term, (Kaye. 

2012) C-term and especially CIF can be also beneficially for small businesses. Due to 

low level of risks it is easy way to start international trade for a smaller company. When 

a chosen carrier has a sophisticated shipment tracking and an order fulfilment system, it 

can work as well as F-term trade. (Onistsuk. 2016)  

2.3.5 Benefits of F-terms and costs of it 

Changing of a delivery term usually creates extra costs. Especially in this case, when the 

idea is to change from C-delivery term to F-delivery term, to get more control of the 

company own supply chain. It would mean, the case company would take approximate-

ly 30 – 40 % more transportation costs than they previously had. Of course, when there 

is change of the delivery term also buying prices should be negotiated lower because 

responsibilities of the seller reduce. (Kaye. 2012)  

 

Today, even bigger companies do not realise how much flexibility can be achieved by 

choosing F-delivery term. Typically, inexperienced importers see only downsides. At 

first appearance buyers’ biggest downside is more transportation costs. The buyer also 

must have a logistic organization who deal transportations from overseas.  

 

If the buyer can overcome these downsides there are many benefits of using F-delivery 

term. First of all, when using F-delivery term company’s inbound shipments are in their 

own control. This allows companies to control, manage and track and trace their ship-

ments by themselves. When having full control, companies can control when cargo is 

shipped from the origin port. When the company has the control, it can manage when 

goods are transferred to their inventory (Kaye. 2012). If the company choses F-deliver 

term instead of E-delivery term, it still keeps export declaration as the sellers’ responsi-

bility, which is generally recommended (McGuire. 2015). For the seller F-delivery 

terms means minimal liabilities (Kaye. 2012). 
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2.3.6 Summary of delivery terms 

When the company chooses the delivery term it has a significant impact to the compa-

ny’s transportation costs. These transportation costs apply both inbound and outbound 

shipments. Nowadays, especially in Finland, Small Medium Enterprise (SME) compa-

nies are not educated enough for incoterms which can lead to unnecessary transportation 

costs. In typical situation, a purchase department chooses an incoterm without knowing 

a total cost effect for the supply chain.  

 

In this research the incoterm is changed to F-delivery term which creates more transpor-

tation costs than in the current scenario. Following sections looks how this change of 

incoterm effects to inventory management. In last sections of the theory, the author ex-

plains how a total cost of ownership should absorb extra transportation costs caused by 

change of the incoterm. 

2.4 Origin Consolidation 

All companies face a challenge of controlling perfect inventory, which meets a custom-

er demand but does not impact too much to profitability. Nowadays also many compa-

nies have more than one supplier in their supply chains. These suppliers locate more and 

more overseas in Asia or in North America. This makes supply chains more complex 

and more difficult to manage. Multiple suppliers also require increasing time for manag-

ing quality, regulations, norms and standards. All this is taking time away from manag-

ing shipments and goods inbound flow. (Damco. 2016)   

 

Origin consolidation benefits are better container utilization by employing supplier 

management programs and purchase order management. When using these programs, a 

company uses right kind of equipment and empty space in containers is utilized 

(Levesque. 2011). This leads to lower shipping costs and other charges, easier and less 

customs events, faster transits, consistent schedules. Other benefits are increased con-

trol, streamlined systems, fewer manual inputs and less manually made errors and over-

all better visibility (Damco. 2016). Better visibility allows companies to start planning 
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already from a supplier and it gives benefits for a whole supply chain (MIQ Logistics. 

2016).  

 

As more and more companies are taking over their supply chain and responsibility of 

their import cargo, it means they control their inventory earlier in the supply chain. By 

doing this companies can make multiple pick-ups in origin and use forwarders Cargo 

Freight Station (CFS) as a consolidation point for their movements. Cargo freight sta-

tion is a terminal or a warehouse which is either provided by 3rd party or a company 

owned warehouse. These CFSs gives greater control of inbound flow and efficiently 

deducts overall transportation costs. (Levesque. 2011)  

 

Supply chain formation is process where a company determines parties in a supply 

chain, and how an inventory is moved between locations. Traditionally this work has 

been made through human interactions, but because of business environment pressure, 

companies have need for more effective decision making. Fluctuations in productions 

and other business areas, creates environment where there is a need for an automated 

supply chain formation. This essentially saves costs which leads to better profits. 

(Walsh, Wellman. 2011)  

2.4.1 Single-Echelon Inventory system  

A single-echelon inventory system is a network, where there is a one central inventory 

point called a distributions center. This distribution center is working as a warehouse 

between a supplier and a customer. (See Figure 7) Characteristic feature for a single-

echelon inventory system is large safety stocks. A Distribution Center (DC) is con-

trolled by an internal department or an enterprise (Lee. 2003). Characteristic feature for 

a single-echelon system is, that it works individually and materials in other locations are 

not effected to decision making. When a company is selling goods from one location, 

then it is categorized to be a single-echelon inventory system. Group of single-echelon 

systems can be considered as a multi-echelon inventory system, when decisions are 

made based on inventory in whole system. (Arkieva. 2014) 
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In a single-echelon inventory system lead time for one product forms between a supplier 

and a DC. New orders are made to suppliers, depending on stock levels and other inter-

nal and external business reasons. From DC products are distributed to customers. (Lee. 

2003)  

 

 

Figure 7. Inventory Drivers.  (Multi-Echelon Inventory Optimization. Lee. 2003)  

2.4.2 Multi-Echelon Inventory system  

Multi-echelon inventory optimization is a system where each facility is considered as an 

individual member of whole network. In this system, it is strategically decided which 

facility has a safety stock. Controlling of an inventory in a multi-echelon inventory sys-

tem is more complex than in a single-echelon inventory system. In a multi-echelon in-

ventory network, there are multiple locations from central warehouses to customer fac-

ing locations. (See Figure 7) All locations are controlled by one internal department or 

an enterprise. In these multi-location networks, companies cannot simply restock one 

warehouse, but they must take into consideration other locations in between. The pur-

pose of a multi-echelon inventory system is to keep an inventory in minimum using 

multiple locations, but at the same time deliver the customer promise. Therefore, one 

most commonly known issue for a multi-network, is how to forecast demand precisely 

enough and keep all parties informed. This requires multiple control functions, which 

combines demand and inventory drivers (Lee. 2003). Nowadays there are multiple 

software companies who are providing inventory optimization software’s. These soft-

ware’s purpose is to monitor inventory levels in whole multi-echelon system. Soft-
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ware’s developed to monitor inventory holistically in a supply chain from a supplier all 

the way to a retail location.  

2.4.3 Multi-Echelon network vs Single-Echelon network 

When controlling a multi-echelon network versus a single-echelon network, a company 

can face many different obstacles. Maybe one of the biggest obstacle is that, benefits 

from complex network are not achieved. Companies can create complex multi-echelon 

networks, but in the end, those fall on to networks own absurdity. In these cases, net-

works fail to achieve inventory optimization which leads to high inventory costs. An-

other networks failure can be: (Lee. 2003)   

 

• Out of stock situation even if network have inventory 

• Too much inventory because of excess safety stock 

• Customer-facing location stock outs.  

• External supplier failures because of unsatisfactory demand forecast 

• Wrong allocation between stocks in limited availability situations 

 

Other known issues are: lack of visibility up and down in the supply chain (see Figure 

7), bullwhip effect between RDC and DC and total costs of network are not evaluated 

(Lee. 2003). In a single-echelon inventory planning, one pitfall is that all locations are 

considered as a one unit. It means strategic decision are made based on needs and wants 

of the one location. In a multi-echelon network, all locations are considered as a one big 

unit from inventory point of view. This way inventory in other locations are taken into 

consideration when making strategic decisions. (Snapp. 2009) 

2.4.4 Centralized delivery strategy vs Decentralized delivery strategy 

Delivery strategies are often considered as direct delivery or echelon-delivery based. In 

a direct delivery system, products are delivered directly from manufacturer or compa-

nies own factory. This way all warehouses and distributions centres are bypassed. Ad-

vantages of direct deliveries are: (Ross. 2015) 
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• Expenses from distributions system are avoided, such as transportation costs etc.  

• Fast to markets – short lead time 

• Manufacturer has close contact to markets and good control of branding and 

pricing 

• The market knowledge 

 

Biggest disadvantage is transportation expenses for small quantities. Volumes can be 

small for customers so transportation expenses are higher than in an echelon-delivery 

based strategy. Also, a seller and a manufacturer needs to have strong relationship in 

this model. (Ross. 2015) 

 

In an echelon-delivery system, products are stored and transported between company 

owned distribution centres, warehouses and retailers. After a product, has gone through 

the distribution channel it is delivered to a customer. Benefits of this strategy is that 

products are available to a customer with minimum lead time. Disadvantage can be if 

inventory is not controlled properly, safety stocks in an echelon system can be too high. 

(Ross. 2015) 

Delivery strategies are also either centralized or decentralized strategies. In a centralized 

system, decisions concerning the supply chain are made centrally in one function. Cen-

tralized systems have minimal safety stocks, decreased inbound transportation costs, 

minimal safety stocks, minimum operating overhead costs, only few channel ware-

houses and target to minimize total system costs. In centralized system, lead time from a 

manufacturer to a customer are longer than in decentralized systems. This is due to a 

fact that a product needs to travel through all locations before final delivery to a cus-

tomer. Often outbound transportation costs are covered by a shipper or the customer.  

Essential for a decentralized system is that decisions are made oppositely on echelon-

level. Locations are responsible of increased costs to support warehouses. Warehouses 

are responsible of excess safety stock levels and transfers between locations. Overall 

this might lead to higher overall costs. Benefits of decentralized system is that they are 

closer to a customer and delivery times for the end customer are short. Also, cost of 

transportation to the customer is low. (Ross. 2015)  
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2.4.5 Inventory optimization  

Inventory is defined as overall number of raw materials, working-process items and fin-

ished goods. Raw materials are goods which are source material for production (Kerber, 

Dreckshage. 2016). Production process turns these materials to components or to fin-

ished products. Work in progress goods are goods in manufacturing process which are 

about to be converted to finished goods. Finished goods are goods which are ready for 

sales and those goods can be converted to turnover. These three stocks are supporting 

all functions inside of an enterprise. (Investopedia. 2016) 

 

There are two different kind of demand for inventory: dependent and independent (Ker-

ber, Dreckshage. 2016).  Dependent inventory is inventory which is dependent on indi-

rect demand of some other product. For example, in a car tyre company demand of rims 

and bolts are dependent on demand of tyres (Daft. 2007). Independent inventory is vice 

versa situation which means inventory demand is direct demand for that specific prod-

uct.  

 

Inventory optimization is way of balancing capital investment and customer promise, 

without jeopardising business profitability. It forecasts inventory needs and automatical-

ly adapts to changing demand without over large stocks. Inventory optimization ulti-

mate goal is to serve a customer promise with minimal stock. Companies who achieve 

this have a significant market advantage compared to their competitors. The Financial 

benefits of optimized inventory systems are substantial. Financial benefits come from: 

less safety stock, decreasing manufacturing and transportation costs and carrying costs. 

This leads to profit increases because of less inventory is spoiled, oldness and disap-

pearance. (Gilmore. 2008)  

 

In order companies to achieve real inventory optimization, a company must model en-

tire supply chain from end to end. This means that all echelons are following same in-

ventory optimization strategy. If each echelon has an own strategy, then information 

from customers and suppliers are not considered. When having visibility to upstream 

and downstream, it minimizes inventory held because of bullwhip effect, and at the 
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same time company gets visibility to cost of your customers’ inventory policies. (Gil-

more. 2008) 

2.4.6 Summary of inventory and delivery strategy 

Origin consolidation and choosing correct inventory strategy, are key theories which are 

used in this research. The optimization study uses these theories in practice. The optimi-

zation study calculates benefits of consolidating cargo in the origin and how it effects to 

total transportation costs. Before pros or cons of the optimization study, or implementa-

tion of it, there is a need to understand strategic decisions and consensuses of them. 

These strategic changes should affect to the company’s inventory management so that 

the company can start inventory optimization after changes. This should affect positive-

ly to the value of inventory. Lower inventory values reduce costs and those costs are 

considered as a side costs for changing transportation strategy. This is part of total cost 

of ownership concept which evaluates total price of purchase.  

2.5 Total cost of ownership 

Commonly companies tend to focus only to a purchase price when making a purchase 

or a supplier selection decision. A product or a service usually have also indirect costs 

related to it, which often are not taken into consideration when making a purchase deci-

sion. The Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), is a supplier evaluation method, which eval-

uates purchase option from total cost point of view and considers direct costs and indi-

rect costs. When companies evaluate transportation options this is essential model for it.  

 

A traditional supplier evaluation method is based on price only. These evaluations do 

not take into consideration internal costs at all. There are also other supplier evaluation 

methods such as: zero-based pricing, cost-ratio method, cost-based supplier perfor-

mance evaluation, life-cycle costing and all in cost. None of these methods have not had 

a major breakthrough, like TCO, and those are considered to be too complex. (Bhutta, 

Huq. 2002) 
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2.5.1 Core idea of total cost of ownership 

TCO is a financial tool to help business directors evaluate direct and indirect costs relat-

ed to purchase. Indirect costs include all costs related to purchase in its life cycle (Li. 

2007). The idea is to understand full cost of buying a service or a product from certain 

supplier and think deeper than just a purchasing price (Ellram. 1993). Buyers should be 

able to take into consideration long-term costs and not only short-term costs. Term for a 

long-term cost is commonly known TCO and for a short-term cost purchase price. TCO 

is essential when estimating final purchasing or supplier decisions. (Ellram. 1995) Us-

ing TCO concept is more and more important today because companies are trying to 

understand and manage their total cost structure better than before. According to Bhutta 

and Huq (2002) TCO looks at cost structure throughout integrated supply chains and 

evaluates total lowest transaction costs but TCO fails to take into consideration quality 

side of the supplier, because main focus is in costs (Bhutta, Huq. 2002). Ellram (1995) 

researched that even though model is not perfect, consequences of not using TCO can 

be costly for a company. Bad decisions made because of a poor information, is likely to 

hurt company’s competiveness, profitability, pricing decisions and product mix strate-

gies (Ellram. 1995). 

 

Total cost of ownership aims to understand total costs from a product or from a supplier 

point of view. In a TCO model these costs are divided to pre-transaction costs, transac-

tions costs and post transaction costs. Pre-transaction costs are costs which are related to 

transferring a supplier or costs related to bidding process. Transaction costs are purchas-

ing, implementation, delivery, inspection and mix of other costs. Post transaction cost 

elements are elements which occur after transactions. These costs can be such as: 

maintenance costs, cost of returns, warranty costs, line fallout costs and so forth. Post 

transaction costs are depended of nature of business or purchase which have been made. 

This way TCO provides a financial analyse which combines total economic value of an 

investment. These dollar-based models are usually used in supplier selection, supply 

base reduction and make versus buy or outsource. (Ellram. 1995) 
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TCO models can be classified to two different groups: standard models and unique 

models. Standard models can be used widely across industries and functions in different 

situations. These models are standardized and require a little or not at all modification. 

Unique models are specially made for certain purchase analyse which normally cannot 

be repeated. Unique models require more time and are commonly more complex that 

standard ones. (Skott-Larsen. 2007) 

 

In more detailed level, TCO methods are called dollar-based model and value-based 

model. Dollar-based model evaluates total cost of ownership in a dollar form. Value-

based model combines cost data with other performance data. Both performance data 

and dollar data, is converted to points, to be able to compare them equally. In a value-

based model certain factors can be weighted per company priorities. Value- based mod-

els easily get more complex than cost-based models. Therefore, it can lead to complex 

models which are hard to manage and time consuming to create. Value-based model is 

commonly used in supplier selection, make versus buy or outsource and process im-

provements. (Ellram. 1995) 

2.5.2 Benefits of total cost of ownership 

TCO has many benefits and advantages to companies. Ellram (1993) found out from her 

research, that main benefits from TCO are: improved supplier performance measure-

ment, continues improvement, improved decision making results, choosing of a low-

cost supplier instead of a low-price supplier, improved internal communication and bet-

ter data.  

 

TCO features improved case companies’ suppliers’ performance measurement because 

needed measurements are built in. This in fact is also to improve companies’ internal 

communication. Companies have also noticed because of TCO structure they are mak-

ing better decision based on facts. Overall having an analyse tool with accurate and rel-

evant data benefitted in all case companies from many points of view. (Ellram. 1993) 
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As a final and as a key benefit, Bhutta and Huq (2002) found out that after a purchase 

decision TCO can be used as a consistent supplier evaluation tool or a purchase evalua-

tion tool. TCO tools can be used evaluating a supplier together and create value over-

time. These tools help a supplier to understand performance expectations and TCO 

drives continues improvement (Bhutta, Huq. 2002). This continues improvement means 

benefits of TCO model does not only stop when short-term analyse is done but it can be 

used also after the analyse longer-term. Ellram (1993) researched companies who use 

performance data to allocate purchase volumes between suppliers are more likely to 

succeed. (Ellram. 1993) 

2.5.3 Criticism of total cost of ownership 

The total cost of ownership is quite easy to understand as a concept, but in reality 

Ellram (1993) noticed that data issues are commonly known problem for companies. 

Ellram (1993) researched that five out of seven case companies claimed, that a data and 

lack of resources are one of the key issues for them (Ellram 1993). Research from 

Handfield and Nichols (2002) also noticed that data issues are still relevant issue for 

companies (Handfield, Nichols. 2002). 

 

Besides data issues biggest obstacles which companies classically have, are related to 

companies’ internal issues. One of the most common issue is a lack of proper cost data 

(Handfield, Nichols. 2002). Besides a cost data, Ellram (1993) also noticed common 

barriers are lack of data resources, training, education and company culture (Ellram. 

1993). These factors can lead to a situation where an analyse is not trustful or accurate 

enough. Besides this, definition of total costs can mean something else for different de-

partments inside of the company. This can lead to misinterpretation of an analyse or re-

sults (Handfield, Nichols. 2002). Schmidt (2016) also noticed that TCO gives great cost 

saving data for companies but it fails to count other benefits from businesses point of 

view. This failure means that synergy benefits from acquisitions, projects and initiatives 

are not always taken into consideration. Positive effects of TCO can improve product 

quality, increased sales revenues, savings in operational costs, faster information access 

and improved competitiveness. If TCO is used blindly it means management is assum-

ing that above mentioned factors are the same for everyone. (Schmidt. 2016)  
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2.6 Total cost in the supply Chain 

Jönsson and Lundgren (2010) researched in their master thesis concept of total logistics 

costs from several authors point of view. They noticed that multiple authors have differ-

ent ways to define what is included in total costs of logistics but overall models are 

quite similar. Jönsson and Lungren (2010) uses Oskarssons (2006) model (see Figure 8) 

to explain which costs are included to concept total logistics costs.  

 

Total costs of logistics consist five different costs: inventory carrying costs, administra-

tion costs, warehousing costs, transportation costs and other costs. Inventory costs are 

money which is tied up to products. Value of inventory can change during product life 

cycle so there is a possibility to lose this capital during products life cycle. Cost related 

to order processing and salary costs are considered to be administrative costs. Adminis-

trative costs include also overhead costs from logistics support functions and costs are 

typically distributed to an order level. Warehousing costs are simply costs related to a 

store inventory. All costs which are related to operate a warehouse are considered ware-

housing costs. Transportation costs are typically considered as a biggest cost in total lo-

gistics costs and to transportation costs are considered all costs which occur outside of 

companies’ facilities. These costs include all transportation from suppliers to company 

facilities and transportation to customers. Besides these four costs there are also other 

costs. Other costs is all logistic related costs which does not fall under previous four 

costs such as material and information costs. (Jönsson, Lungren. 2010) 

 

  

Figure 8. Total Logistics Costs. (Oskarsson. 2006)  
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2.6.1 What does the total cost of transportation contains  

According to Jönsson and Lundgren (2010) total cost from transportation suppliers’ per-

spective contains three different elements: fixed cost, variable costs and overhead costs.  

Fixed costs are normally around 60 – 70 % from total transportation costs. For fixed 

costs are considered such costs as: vehicle related costs, driver costs, insurance costs 

and garage costs etc. Variable costs are directly related to use of a vehicle. These varia-

ble costs usually cover 30- 35 % from total transportation costs. Typical variable cost is 

for example fuel costs. Overhead costs are considered to be indirect costs which do not 

have direct connection to a vehicle itself or operating of it. Overhead costs can be fleet 

related operation costs such as back up vehicles or it can be company’s overhead costs 

which are distributed to all departments.  (Jönsson, Lundgren. 2010)  

2.6.2 Transportation cost from buyers’ perspective 

According to Jönsson and Lundgren research (2010) a goal for every transportation 

buyer is to buy fast and reliable service with as low costs as possible. The transport 

buyer’s goal is to find solution which transportation time is as short as possible and 

there is always capacity for needed shipments (Oskarsson. 2006). Transportation mode 

decision is always trade between a cost and a service and all relevant operational factors 

are taken into consideration (Rushton, Croucher, Baker. 2014). Typically, transportation 

costs for companies are from five to ten percent of total value of product. (Rodrigue, 

Nottebook. 2016)  

 

One of the key factors in this research is that buyers cannot make transportation related 

decisions based on purely to price. Reason for this is because of lower shipment sizes 

increase overall transportation costs. Faster transit time but lower quantities looks good 

from an inventory cycle point of view but a total cost of transportation is higher. Shah 

(2009) states clearly that transportation decisions must be made from a total cost of 

transportation point of view. (Shah. 2009) 

 

It is clear nowadays that a transportation cost is not as black and white as it has been 

before. A transportation cost is big portion of the total supply chain cost but many au-

thors state that traditional transportation tendering does not work anymore. Authors 
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highlight that cheapest purchasing price does not equal to cheapest total cost. It is also 

noticeable that economic of scale affects to transportation price. This factor means 

companies transportation buyers need to focus to consolidating shipments in order to 

achieve overall cheapest total cost. All in all, this cannot be ignored because transporta-

tion costs have biggest effect to total cost. 

2.7 Summary of theoretical part 

The theoretical frame combines tools from strategies to actual tools which can be used 

to optimize parts of the supply chain. The author has chosen a theory behind supply 

chain strategy, delivery strategy and inventory strategy to support discussion about ef-

fects of strategy decisions. Above mentioned strategies are to be reviewed in the case 

company after the optimization study and total costs of changing an incoterm is dis-

cussed end of the research.  

 

The optimization study calculation, combines three tools from the theoretical frame: to-

tal cost of ownership and transportation cost, origin consolidation and delivery strategy. 

Based on these theories the optimization study builds an optimized scenario from cur-

rent set up. The origin consolidation and theory behind the single-echelon inventory 

strategy suggests to consolidate cargo in origin and have the inventory close to the cus-

tomer. Idea is to reduce total transportation costs by consolidating cargo to reduce 

shipments. This suits for the case company current supply chain set up and the optimi-

zation study calculates difference in the total transportation cost compared between the-

se two scenarios.  

3 METHODOLOGY 

In this chapter, the research method and a data collection and modification is explained. 

Data collected from the case company, is essential for this thesis and all research ques-

tions are related to it. The data is secondary data and the author had only one opportuni-

ty to pull out this data. Quality of the data and validity of it is discussed further in this 

chapter.  
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3.1 Methodologies 

Evaluating of the research can be reviewed based on how well it gives answers to the 

research problem. Therefore, defining the research problem is essential from validity 

point of view. When the research has a clear aim then the research data can be collected 

accordingly. (Mäntyneva, Heinonen, Wrange. 2008) 

3.1.1 Qualitative research method 

Qualitative research method is a method which is used widely in many sciences but also 

in non-academic situation. Non-academic situation can be such as business environment 

and market researches. Qualitative research data collection can be done in several dif-

ferent ways. Data collection can be divided to five different categories: 

• Focus groups 

• Theme interviews 

• Observation 

• In-detail interviews 

• Projective methods 

 

Qualitative method is commonly used for example in marketing to understand, how 

people feel about something. Idea is to gather data from people behaviours and why 

they behave so. For those behaviours, or other data, is then modified to form where re-

sults can be analysed and compared. (Mäntyneva, Heinonen, Wrange. 2008) 

 

Typical limitation in qualitative research is that focus groups and data is gathered from a 

small group. This sample data does not necessarily present whole group which is under 

researched (Mäntyneva, Heinonen, Wrange. 2008). It is also possible, if a focus group 

or a person does not see value in research, they might give false or inaccurate data. Last 

disadvantage is that authors opinion or background can be seen when interpreting re-

sults. The author should be able to keep distance to data which he processes. (SkillsY-

ouNeed. 2016)  
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3.1.2 Quantitative research method 

Quantitative research method is usually a numerical data and involves statistical anal-

yses. The core idea, is to collect numerical data to explain an occurrence and answer to 

research questions.  Sources for a quantitative data can be for example: (SkillsYouNeed. 

2016) 

• Surveys 

• Secondary data 

• Observations 

 

Positives factors of a quantitative research data is that data is typically trustful and ob-

jective. The data is usually highly processable and comparisons to other data can be eas-

ily made. Disadvantages are that methods of analyse quantitative data can be seen com-

plex and frightening. Nowadays there are multiple computer software’s to overcome 

this obstacle. (Mujis. 2004)  

3.1.3 Mix methods 

There is also a possibility to mix these two research methods. It is possible to collect 

data with qualitative methods and convert results to numerical form. This way results 

can be analysed in quantitative methods (Muijs. 2004). In this thesis, qualitative re-

search method or mix of methods is not used. The author discusses more about reasons 

in following chapters.  

3.1.4 Secondary quantitative research  

Secondary data is a data which has been found by someone else than the author. Sources 

for this kind of a data can be official statistics, other researches, governments, organiza-

tions and companies. In this case, the data has been received from a Swedish company. 

Biggest benefit of quantitative secondary sources is that usually data which these 

sources provide is typically extremely trustful data. The data is official data or already 

researched. Other benefits are such as: the data is ready and in analysable form, free or 

cheap to get, wide range of data, covers long time frames and data is comparable to sim-

ilar kind of data. (Revise Sociology. 2016) 
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There are also negative sides. As biggest negative sides are often seen favouritism in 

data and in some industries, the data is not showing full picture. These issues are mostly 

seen in a governmental data. For example, in a crime data, material only contains crimes 

what have been caught instead of all committed crimes (Revise Sociology. 2016). In 

this thesis, when there is no possibility to pull out a second data, it is important that re-

search method is generally seen as trustful and methodology issues are typically seen in 

other industries.  

3.2 Methodology used in this research 

The research approach which has been used in this thesis is quantitative research from a 

secondary data. This is best method to answer to research questions and keep the re-

search as repeatable as possible. In this type of a research, there would not be any major 

advantages of adding aspects from qualitative research. The author wants to keep the 

research in a shipping profile level which means the author wants to have this research 

and research results as repeatable as possible. That is the core reason why interviews 

and penetrating to smaller details are left away from the research.  

 

Secondary data for the research has been pulled from the case company ERP system 

which is linked to other internal systems. Challenge for the research was that there is no 

possibility to review data validity if data would be imported second time. The data ana-

lyse has been done without using any computer software analyse tool.  

 

According to Mäntyneva, Heinonen and Wranger (2008), a secondary data needs to be 

reviewed with three different points to ensure data validity. These points are: Review of 

all factors related to data collection, timely of data and reason for collecting data.  

Questions where good secondary research data needs to answer is:  

• How research data was collected?  

• Data quality?  

• How many people is responsible of data? 

• How old is data?  

• Have data been collected once or in several occasions?  

• Why was research collected? 
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• Is this research data relevant to this research? 

 

A research data needs to be collected trustfully or source needs to be trustful. Based on 

same kind of data a research should be possible to repeated. Secondary data needs to be 

relatively new in order to use it in a research which of course depends on research envi-

ronment. In some researches a data is old already after a week and in some other re-

searches data is still valid after years. (Mäntyneva, Heinonen, Wrange. 2008) 

3.3 Data collection and validity of data 

Secondary data has been collected in year 2015 from the Swedish company who devel-

ops, manufactures and markets high-quality products. The research data was collected 

from a single source in one occasion. The secondary data is a shipping data for one year. 

The case company has facilities in multiple countries, but a data is only covering traffic 

to Sweden. The data has been pulled out from company’s ERP system in March 2015 in 

excel (.xls) form. There are multiple people using company’s ERP system and this ERP 

system combines all data from different departments. The data is updated all the time 

but after a shipment or a product have been received internally there is no major change 

in the data. It can be assumed that the research data would not change dramatically be-

cause of this factor. The data is a shipping data and it gives a good picture of the case 

company shipping profile. The data has enough information to be processed for the 

study purposes. The author has analysed the data quality is good and there are no bigger 

mistakes in the data. The secondary research data also answers positively to Mäntyneva, 

Heinonen and Wranger (2008) validity check questions.  

 

The data is filtered and amended before starting calculations. The case company has al-

so confirmed the validity of data would not change dramatically if the data would be 

pulled out six months later. Even though, there is no possibility to do another data pull 

to ensure a data quality it does not affect negatively to the research. Purpose of the 

study, is to research would a company with this type of a shipment profile benefit from 

an origin consolidation, instead of correct mistakes in their ERP system.  
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3.4 Data modification 

The data is almost one-year shipping data and it contains all FCL and LCL shipments 

between 01.03.2014 to 28.02.2015 (Appendix 1). The data contains multiple origins and 

multiple destination but in calculations there is used only their major lane from Shang-

hai to Leksand. Reason for this is that SHA – GOT lane represents 51.97 % from all 

shipments and biggest advantages of the origin consolidation can be shown in major 

lanes. There are also multiple incoterms used but in calculations the author is assuming 

that all shipments are shipped with an incoterm FOB and transportation is paid in desti-

nation. A shipment data includes multiple data fields (see more Table 5 and Table 6) 

from container information to origin and destination information. The data does not 

contain any shipment expense data. There are few shipments which data quality is poor. 

Those shipments are removed from the data before calculations. Besides this few extra 

columns and other information are added before start of calculations.  

3.4.1 Cleaning data 

A raw data (Appendix 1) was not accurate from all points of view, so the author has 

made assumptions and simplified the data before starting optimization calculations. The 

author has analysed effects of these assumptions in Section 3.4.2 and Section 3.5. At 

first, the author started by deleting all other shipments from the raw data. This is to en-

sure there are no data mix up from other origins. After that a new raw data sheet was 

created in order not to mix up with old one (Appendix 2). Firstly, clean-up process 

started from shipment type column data with LCL status. Some of those shipments had 

also container count so those have been changed to FCL status. Those shipments are 

calculated to FCL data. In second phase, column E was removed because it had a data 

which was not consistent with number of container columns. At the same time three 20’ 

container shipments which did not had any container count were added. In third phase, 

the author made a column Y called “total number of 40’ HC containers” in order to dif-

ferentiate 40’ DC containers from 40’ HC containers.  
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In next phase column X “Total number of LCL” shipments were created to identify 

number of LCL shipments per a week. After that a container type data were synchro-

nized with number of container columns. There were few differences between these 

which were corrected. In same process two shipments were deleted from the data be-

cause of incorrect destination station data. As a final step column C “Week” was creat-

ed. This column is needed to identify all shipments within a week from Monday to Sun-

day which is essential to create a weekly shipment profile to optimize shipment flow. 

After these measures, the data quality is high enough in order to use it in optimization 

calculations. 

 

Before making final grouping calculations the SHA – GOT data (Appendix 3) was mod-

ified by sorting fields in ascending order in order it to be easier to use. There was col-

umn C added to group all shipments within a week to identify total volume of a week 

and shipments were sorted by date from oldest to latest.  

Table 5. Headlines for raw data grouping part 1 (Appendix 2) 

 

Table 6. Headlines for raw data grouping part 2 (Appendix 2) 

 

3.4.2 Final data used in calculations 

In the calculation data, what has been used is a cleaned-up data from lane Shanghai to 

Leksand. All in all, there are 185 shipments out of 356 shipments in this lane. Biggest 

lanes after Shanghai were Yantian and Karachi with total number of 61 shipments. (see 

Appendix 4). These lanes in total are less than half from Shanghai volume therefore fo-

cus of the calculation is in Shanghai lane. Shanghai lane represents 51,97 % from all 

shipments (see Table 7).  
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The modified data does not compromise data validity compared to the original data. 

Shipments which were removed from the raw data represents less than 5 % from total 

shipments so it does not have an effect to data validity. Changes what was made to the 

data sheet were supportive measures which means the data content was not anyhow 

modified and validity of data stayed the same.   

Table 7. Summary data from shipments in SHA – GOT lane (Appendix 2) 

 
 

From 185 shipments, there is 48 LCL shipments and 137 FCL shipments. Two ship-

ments are not counted because the data were not accurate. In total, there are 140 con-

tainers and major part of them being 20´ containers. Overall volume of those containers 

was 4 586 CBM. Besides containers there are 48 LCL shipments with total volume of 

520 CBM which combined all together there is 5 106 CBM used in these calculations 

(see Table 8 – Summary of shipment data). From that 5 106 CBM at the moment 4 586 

CBM is going CY-CY and rest 520 CBM CFS – CFS.  

Table 8. Summary of shipment data (Appendix 2) 

 

3.5 Observations before calculations 

First thing that above summaries show is that major part of containers is going straight 

from suppliers to distribution center. This set up means if container is not full then emp-

ty space inside of the container is not used at all. That empty space could be filled for 

example with part of 48 LCL shipments volume. Also, there is high number of 20’ con-

tainers which is not always a cost-efficient way to transport goods. 

In calculation, there is a focus in elimination use of 20’containers and maximizing 

loadibility in containers by using of 40’ HC containers. Seven-day grouping time is 
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used because there is no purpose to change the current operational set up or extend 

transit time. One-week consolidation from Monday to Sunday also fits to ocean carriers 

sailing dates and way of operating. Taking into consideration ocean carriers set up en-

sures that there would not be any hick ups in the operational set up. The idea of seven-

day grouping is to collect cargo for a week and ship all the consolidated cargo to next 

week sailing. The purpose is to use forwarders or an agents CFS facility to do physical 

consolidation. Most likely this raises up origin costs but savings in transportation costs 

and destination costs should cover this difference. 

4 THE COST REDUCTION OPTIMIZATION STUDY 

In Chapter 4, the author starts by presenting briefly situation now and issues that current 

situation is causing for the case company. After current situation, the author presents the 

aim and a background for the optimization study calculations. 

4.1 Situation now 

The author was working few months with the case company and within these months 

there were several discussions about their supply chain and transportation set up. During 

these discussions, it was discovered that currently the case company is buying their 

ocean transportation with C-delivery term. Using if C-delivery term means they do not 

have full control of their transportation cost or a flow of goods. The author also noticed 

the case company supply chain strategy is not fully followed by whole organization.   

 

At the moment, a cargo is leaving from an individual supplier straight to container yard 

and from there containers depart to Sweden without any consolidation (See Figure 8). 

As shipments are departing from multiple ports, there is no consolidation done before 

shipments land to Swedish ports. In Sweden, shipments continue their journey individu-

ally without any consolidation. From ports shipments are shipped straight to DC and 

from DC to customers. The case company is responsible of transportation from Swedish 

port onwards. 
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Figure 9. Transportation flow at the moment (The Author) 

In current situation, a supplier is deciding who and how goods are shipped to Swedish 

ports. This set up means basically their supplier is handling the case company’s inbound 

logistics to Sweden. The situation has led to a point where the case company do not 

have all information visible for them and information is spread across the supply chain 

(Kemph. 2011).  

 

The company has reacted to lack of transparency by filling their warehouse full and now 

they are forced to rent extra warehouse space from same area. The company has a cus-

tomer service promise where they guarantee to always have goods to ship from their 

warehouse. Unreliability of the transportation flow has caused bigger buffers in the 

warehouse, slower turnaround time and high cost of inventory. The situation is also 

causing extra workhours for operational and office staff. In this research the author us 

using a model (see Figure 9) where there is a consolidation point in origin before ship-

ping goods overseas to company’s distribution center. This model is still considered as a 

single-echelon inventory system because CFS is only a consolidation point which 

means there is no long-term warehousing in CFS. When there is no long-term ware-

housing it means that this location is not holding any of the inventory.  
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Figure 10. Transportation flow after change of delivery strategy (The Author) 

The case company uses in a normal situation the single-echelon strategy where the 

company has one main distribution location. In that warehouse the company processes 

all the cargo and distributes cargo to their customers. The case company do not have 

any warehouse in origin and their customers are mainly retailers. That means they do 

not have inventory in other places than their distribution center. Now in current situa-

tion, where the case company has been forced to rent 3rd party warehouse they are using 

the multi-echelon strategy. They make purchasing decisions based on total inventory in 

their both locations. They do not have an own strategy for each location. The author as-

sumes if the company would have better control to the supply chain they would need 

only one location for their goods. 

4.2 Aim of calculations 

The aim of calculations is to research can the case company achieve overall reduction of 

transportation cost through origin consolidation process. Levesques (2011) anticipated 

that different origin consolidation models deduct transportation costs through better 

container utilization. The author does not use maximum container utilization in optimi-

zation calculations because consolidation time is seven days. The author does not want 

to change current operational set up and one week is enough for processing shipments 

through CFS and loading a container. The container is not going to be always full be-

cause of container loading guidelines (Universal cargo. 2016) and possible low volume 

weeks. Extra volume from previous weeks are considered in next week consolidation.  

S

CFS
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C C C C

S S S
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4.3 Calculations 

Starting point before beginning of calculations were to split all volume to weeks in or-

der to see how volume spreads to certain weeks. This split was made by creating a Ta-

ble 8 which is showing first a year and then a week. After that, table shows number of 

LCL shipments, 20’/40’/40 HC container count, total CBM and total weight for that cer-

tain week. Container data and LCL data allows the author to analyse how many con-

tainers and LCL shipments less can be used after the optimization. Total CBM data is 

used to split the volume to optimize use of correct equipment and total weight is to en-

sure that total weight of one container is not exceeding maximums. 

Table 9. Weekly shipment flow (Appendix 2) 

 

4.3.1 Defining breakpoints 

Next step was to set up maximums for volume and weight per container. At the moment 

shipments, average loadability for 20’ container is 26.50 CBM, for 40’ container 41.60 

CBM and for 40’ HC container 44.35 CBM. (see Table 10) When calculating averages, 
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shipments with multiple containers have been excluded because of volume in a specific 

container cannot be specified. Current loadability is clearly less than industry leader 

Maersk advisable total loadability (www.maerskline.com) in their containers. In calcu-

lation, smaller loadability is going to be used (see Table 10) because hardly ever maxi-

mum loadability can be achieved because of carton shape and weekly volume varia-

tions. Purpose of these calculations is not to extend consolidation to next week because 

the author wants to keep the same operational set up. Also, maximum weight of con-

tainer is limited to 20 000 kg instead of maximum weight of container. This is because 

cranes in all harbours does not support lifts over 20 000 kg.  

 

Table 10. Container average loadability (The Author) 

 
Following phase in calculations, were how to determine the starting point. After sum-

marizing of totals, next step was to calculate how much current scenario costs. For that 

the author uses sample prices from 2015 price level to calculate percentage how much is 

it possible to save with the optimized transportation set up. All different costs (Appen-

dix 5) are combined to three different cost elements: origin costs, freight costs and des-

tination cost (See Table 10). All costs are divided to cost elements to easily compare 

what kind of changes happens in certain cost elements. All currencies are converted to 

United States Dollar (USD) to simplify calculations.  

 

As a final step, breakpoint between LCL cargo and 20’ container was calculated. That 

breakpoint is calculated by deducting LCL per shipment cost USD 120 per shipment 

away from 20’ container all in price. As a result, USD 1 510 was divided with cost of 

one cubic LCL USD 83.33 which means breakpoint for LCL is less than 18 CBM (see 

Figure 11). This measurement is needed to specify in optimizations calculations that 

less than 18 CBM shipment should go as LCL cargo rather than 20’ container from cost 

perspective. 
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Figure 11. Sample prices (Appendix 5) 

4.3.2 Current situation table 

As a second last step, current situation table was created (see Appendix 6). This table is 

showing following information: LCL shipment data, FCL (20’, 40’ and 40’ HC) con-

tainer count, LCL volume, Total Volume, Total weight of shipment, Origin cost, Freight 

cost, destination cost and current cost of shipment. The table was created to basis of 

weekly shipping flow table (see Table 9) but with new columns. From new columns 

LCL volume is needed to calculate LCL origin cost, cost columns are created to see 

how optimization affects to different cost elements and total cost of shipments to com-

pare current scenario costs to optimizes scenario.  

 

These calculations show that overall costs for this shipment profile is USD 297 318 for 

the current scenario. That cost is almost split half between freight and destination cost 

with split of USD 143 319 for freight and USD 148 600 for destination costs. Origin 

costs are USD 5 400 (See Table 11).  

Table 11. Cost of current scenario (Appendix 6) 

 

4.3.3 Optimization calculation 

After determine of starting point it was time for the actual optimization calculation. For 

that new table (see Appendix 7) was created using basis from previously made table 

(see Appendix 6). For new table, few new columns were created: Optimized cost, Cost 

saving, Remarks. Optimized cost column was created to show the cost of optimized 
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scenario, cost saving column is coming from difference between old and new scenario 

and remark column is showing CY or CFS and other information. 

 

Next step was to create optimized scenario. The author calculated shipment by shipment 

what would be the optimized scenario, by using origin consolidation process and right 

container equipment. This calculation was made based on total volume information and 

total weight which was based on earlier set variables and limitations. For example, week 

27 in old scenario was in total 10 separate shipments: 3 LCL shipments with volume of 

40.12 CBM, four 20’ containers, two 40’ containers and one 40’ HC container. In opti-

mized scenario, this total volume of 254.16 CBM fitted to one 40’ container and three 

40’ HC container (see Appendix 7) without need of LCL. From cost perspective, this 

means instead of paying USD 16 293 in the old scenario in the optimized scenario it 

would cost USD 10 802. Major difference can be seen, in rise of origin costs which is 

533.50 % from USD 401.19 to USD 2 541.55. In other hand, even bigger effect was 

shown in freight and destination costs where the ocean freight cost declined 43.10 % 

from USD 8 048.97 to USD 4 580 and the destination cost decline from USD 7 843.09 

to USD 3 680. Overall save in transportation costs were 33.71 % and total of USD 

5491.70 (see Table 12). Savings in transportation costs and destination costs covered 

losses in origin costs.  

Table 12. Example from optimization (The Author) 

 

4.3.4 Results 

Results with other shipments, were similar like it was with example from week 27. 

From 35 out of 44 shipments the optimized scenario was cheaper than the old scenario. 

Besides that, five shipments did not have any savings and in four shipments costs were 

higher than in the old scenario. Reason for this is, that those shipments include LCL and 

FCL shipments. After switching cargo movements to go through CFS it also creates 

origin costs for FCL shipments which used to be shipped directly as a direct factory 
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load through CY. In two shipments, a small volume was left to next week which were 

not taken into consideration in calculations.  

 

After all shipments were counted results are similar as it were in week 27 results. Over-

all savings with optimized scenario is USD 78 429.48. (see Table 13) That is 26.54 % 

cheaper than the current set up. Origins costs were significantly higher than in the cur-

rent set up because of manual work was required in origin. In the old scenario origin 

costs were 5 180.81 USD which mainly came from LCL shipments. In optimized sce-

nario costs came both FCL and LCL and were USD 46 898.45 which is 805.23 % high-

er. Total costs for ocean freight ended up to USD 91 974.27 and that is 35.36 % less 

than original cost of USD 142 282.50. In destination costs optimized scenario costs 

were 47.18 % less than in the old scenario. This means overall transportation costs came 

down from USD 148 030.11 to USD 78 191.22.  (Appendix 7)  

Table 13. Summary of optimized scenario (The Author) 

 
 

Besides cost reduction, there was a significant impact to the shipping profile and num-

ber of shipments. In the old scenario, the company shipped 140 containers and 137 

shipments in total and major part of them going directly from suppliers to CY in har-

bour (see Table 14). From those 140 containers 94 were 20’ containers, 28 40’ contain-

ers and 18 40’ HC containers.   

Table 14. Summary of old scenario (Appendix 6) 

 
 

In the optimized scenario, total number of containers were 78 which is 44.29 % less 

than in the old scenario. Most significant change was shown in 20’ containers with re-

duction from 94 containers to 13 containers. In other hand, biggest increase in number 

of containers were shown in 40’ HC containers from 18 to 52. Another big change was 
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that instead of shipping all volume directly to CY in port, in optimized scenario that 

volume went through CFS. (see Table 15) 

Table 15. Summary of optimized scenario (Appendix 7) 

 

4.4 Findings 

Results of the optimization study, were quite close to what the author already expected 

in observations from data before the study. Besides expected results, the study had also 

other findings. In the base data, there were many weeks, where the case company had 

multiple shipments within one week without any consolidation. This indicated that, con-

solidation of cargo most definitely affects positively to ocean freight costs and destina-

tion costs. In the other hand, this was also indication that origin costs would most likely 

increase because of more volume is processed through CFS.  

 

Optimization calculations results show significant drop in total container and LCL 

shipment count. Total container count dropped from 140 containers to 78 containers and 

number of LCL shipments dropped from 48 shipments to 17 shipments. This reduction 

saves total of 26.54 % in transportation costs. Major factor achieving this was when us-

ing free space from containers and using right equipment, the company can utilize free 

space to reduce overall transportation costs. This utilization of free space was one of 

perceptions before calculations and it was therefore proven correct.  

 

Besides savings in total transportation costs, assumption before calculations were that 

origin costs would be higher than in the old scenario. This assumption was also proven 

to be true in the optimization study. Besides higher origin costs, some shipments were 

more expensive in the optimized scenario than it was in the old scenario. These higher 

costs were caused by shifting whole supply chain from old CY mode to CFS mode. It 

means that origin costs are now also calculated for container shipments and not only for 

LCL shipments as in the old scenario. These extra costs were not anticipated before the 
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optimization study. In the previous scenario LCL shipments have been moved through 

CFS but containers directly to CY. Overall CFS fee itself has not been changed. 

 

Above changes created over 500 % more origin costs compared to the old scenario. It 

was unsure before the optimization research; how much new costs in origin is going to 

affect to total savings but the optimization study showed it is approximately a half from 

achieved savings. These results show it would still be profitable to use the origin con-

solidation. Destination costs are also cheaper in the optimized scenario because ship-

ments are consolidated which means less shipments and less handling costs in destina-

tion.  

5 DISCUSSION 

Results from optimization study are quite clear. As mentioned end of Chapter 3 opti-

mized scenario saves about 27 % in total transportation costs. New way of transporting 

also reduces approximately 44 % of container usage. Levesque (2011) noticed when 

empty space is used in containers, it reduces total transportation costs and container us-

age. This was also proved in the optimizations study. In the beginning of the research, 

the author expected there would be higher costs in origin costs compared to old scenario 

but it was unsure are other cost reductions going to overcome these new costs. The op-

timization study results show that these new costs were covered by another savings. The 

optimized scenario would also mean less shipments, which means less work for numer-

ous departments inside of company. This would add savings to total cost of purchase 

compared to old scenario. 

5.1 Research questions 

In section 5.1 the author goes through the research questions and how the optimization 

study results answers to aim of the study. In the end of this section and to be continued 

in Section 5.2, the author has summarized results and discusses about strategic changes 

and effects related to these changes.  
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The first research question was how changing of delivery term will affect to transporta-

tion costs. Currently, the case company is using C-delivery term which means changing 

the delivery term to F-delivery term is going to create extra origins and freight costs. 

The optimization study revealed with current shipment portfolio the case company can 

save in total transportation costs. Issue what the research has is that currently the case 

company does not have these costs so they are not actually, in this situation, saving in 

any costs. From that point of view this study does not fully answer to the first research 

question. The research indicates the change of a delivery term is going to create costs in 

this situation but it does not give a numerical value how much. The research also indi-

cated that there are other benefits and potential savings which will help to cover these 

extra costs. The author would change delivery term based on other benefits achieved but 

the optimization study from numerical point of view does not support the change. The 

author will continue discussion about this in Section 5.2. 

 

Second, third and fourth research question are all related. Second research question was 

can origin consolidation cut transportation costs. The optimization study gave an answer 

that with this kind of shipping profile there is possibility to save 27 % in total transpor-

tation costs. In this case, it meant approximately USD 78 000 less transportation costs in 

the case company biggest lane from Shanghai to Leksand. Actual savings would have 

been more if whole shipping profile would be taken into consideration. From this point 

of view the optimization study answered to research question.  

 

Third and fourth research question asked which part of the supply chain costs benefits 

were achieved and was there any part where costs increased. The optimizations study 

results show significant decrease in freight and destination costs. In total these costs 

savings were from 35 % to 47 % which answers positively to research question that 

from transportation costs point of view savings are achieved from freight and destina-

tion costs. The research also indicated there would be additional savings in the supply 

chain but the research could not give a numerical value for savings. Therefore, there is a 

need for additional research to clarify how much of potential savings can be still 

achieved. Besides cost savings there was also clear answer to fourth research question. 

The optimization study results show significant increase in origin costs from transporta-

tion costs point of view. Origin costs increased over 800 % and with the case company 
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profile it meant approximately USD 42 000 increase. The author suspected of raise of 

these costs but scale of it was a surprise. The result clearly answers to research question.  

 

Fifth research question was asking are there any other benefits achieved with origin 

consolidation. The optimizations study didn’t answer clearly to the question but it gave 

indications that there would be most likely also other benefits. The optimizations study 

results show decrease in shipments and containers which in many companies reduces 

internal administrative work and possibly also extra staff costs related to unloading con-

tainers. The optimization study does not clearly answer what kind of benefits companies 

could get but the author is discussing more about potential benefits in following chap-

ters. Therefore, there is a need for further research to completely answer to the fifth re-

search question.  

 

The research has already proved that company with this kind of shipment profile can 

save in transportation costs by consolidating cargo. It also indicates companies with 

bigger shipment profile most likely saves in total transportation costs by consolidating. 

What is still unsure would this kind of strategy change and consolidation save in trans-

portation costs for smaller companies. The author suspects benefits are smaller or none 

if shipment count is significantly lower. This would still need further research to con-

firm. The optimization study also indicates that reduction in number of shipments, there 

is going to be most likely reduction also in side costs. These savings would come from 

inventory costs, workforce cost, possible costs from loss of sales and saved time for 

processing shipments. This would still need more research to find out numerical value 

for these cost savings. 

 

Currently, the company lives in C-term world, which means they do not have origin 

costs or ocean transportation costs. The author discusses in next chapter, is it worth to 

change incoterm and add costs to company’s total transportation expense. Are there any 

other factors which would support this change?  
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5.2 Is it worth it? Is it too expensive to change? 

Starting point for the study, were that the case company is currently using C-incoterms 

which means they are not paying at all transportation costs. This extra transportation 

cost would be most likely the biggest obstacle to overcome for a company who would 

like to change from C-incoterm to F-incoterm. Biggest question is, how to justify for 

company’s board of directors, they need to significantly increase current transportation 

costs. In this case, it would mean increase of 40-50 % in transportation costs which is 

approximately USD 147 000 in the old scenario and USD 138 000 in the optimized sce-

nario. Let’s look few pros and cons.  

 

First, let’s start by looking at pure numbers. This optimized scenario and origin consoli-

dation is not possible without full control of your inbound cargo. It means in the case 

company, that you are not able to consolidate your cargo in destination in same way as 

you can in origin, to achieve savings in destination charges. Now in optimized scenario 

the company saves almost USD 70 000 in destination costs which is possible only to 

achieve with the origin consolidation. Besides this number there are indirect savings 

which can be achieved with new negotiations with destination carrier because of steadi-

er and more forecasted inbound volume. From numbers point of view, the company can 

cover about half from this new costs from lower destination costs. 

 

There are also other factors which save money compared to the old scenario but in this 

study, there is no possibility to put a number for those. First and most important of those 

are new negotiations with suppliers to reduce purchasing price of goods which now 

have been bought with C-incoterm. When buying with C-incoterm there is always ship-

ping costs included in overall price or shipping is invoiced separately. This might mean 

the supplier is improving their margins using shipping costs as a tool for it. In scenario 

where the supplier is invoicing freight separately there is of course possibility of freight 

rate increase if supplier is buying with larger volumes.  

 

Second indirect place to save is need of less inventory. Especially the study case com-

pany has higher level of inventory because they do not have reliable supply chain. This 

extra inventory creates costs in terms of cost of inventory but also as a need of 3rd party 
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warehouse. If there is a possibility to get rid of 3rd party warehouse because of better 

forecasts and lower inventory that is direct savings which can be calculated away from 

new transportation costs. Cost of inventory in this study is not possible to determine but 

it can also create significant savings.  

 

As third and as a last point there is benefits of better customer satisfaction and savings 

in employee’s time. The case company has a customer promise that they have always 

goods to ship and customers are used to short transit times for their orders. At the mo-

ment, this customer promise has not been fulfilled fully which has led to loss of sales. 

This is of course a situation which any company does not want be in. It creates loss of 

revenue in terms of lost sales but in worst cases it also leads to loss of customer which 

is even worse from revenue point of view. In other hand company with efficient, relia-

ble and fast supply chain it is also tool of increase revenue. It can be way separate your 

company from competitor which leads to increase of revenue.  

 

In current set up the case company logistics organization have a lot more work to do as 

they would have in optimized scenario. This extra work means 140 containers and 48 

LCL shipments needs to be track and traced, processed, unloaded etc. as many times as 

there are shipments. This was only 50 % from their total shipments which means time 

savings are even more significant. All these processes take a lot of time and all this time 

could be directed to more productive work or it can be possible that there is no need for 

so many persons to handle shipments. Changing to F-incoterm also creates more work 

because of more responsibilities but overall set up is easier to control and creates less 

work.  

 

This study has been done for half of the case company total volume. These results most 

likely would not be totally same for the rest of shipments because those shipments are 

more fragmented to different origins. Volumes from other origins are not as high as it is 

from Shanghai which means consolidation benefits do not reach to same level either. 

Other benefits such as time savings and level of inventory etc. are also applicable in 

same level for rest of the volume.  
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There are many factors that advocates to change of incoterm to F-term to get more con-

trol for companies´ own supply chains. It is ultimately a strategic decision where all de-

partments should be heard because it affects to all their daily work. It is always big de-

cision to increase your costs but in this kind of cases also savings should be taken into 

consideration.  

6 CONCLUSION 

Background for making this research was, that many companies in Finland, are still ap-

proaching supply chain decisions based on how things have been done before. This is at 

the moment, costing them a lot of money in form of exceeded supply chain costs and 

wasted time in operational work. The author purpose was, to research how would origin 

consolidation affect to company with a typical shipment profile, from transportation 

cost point of view. Tangible results could be used in further researches and to prove for 

companies that savings are possible without any dramatic changes in their supply chain.  

 

The theory part of this research, concentrated to strategy decisions and concept of total 

transportation costs. Theories supported that with correct transportation decisions there 

are cost-cutting effects without changing anything in current volumes. When right kind 

of transportation management decisions are made, it has a positive effect to whole sup-

ply chain. Discussion about incoterms and delivery terms showed that these decisions 

have major effect to transportation costs and most of all control of goods. Strategic de-

cisions which are made together with other departments, typically reduce transportation 

costs and improve visibility. If strategic decisions are made within function, normally 

transportation costs are higher and company has less control and visibility for their in-

ventory. The theory about total cost of ownership did not support optimization study or 

results as the author thought in the beginning of the research. TCO though supported 

thinking behind purchase decisions which can easily lead to starting point of this study. 

TCO is also essential for further studies which are made based on the research. Critical-

ly thinking, there could have been more theory from the origin consolidation to support 

benefits of it.  
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Result from this research shows that companies with same kind of shipping profile can 

save in total transportation by using origin consolidation. Research shows that savings 

can be as big as 27 % from current scenario. In the case company, savings would mean 

also changing of incoterm which would need additional costs for the case company. 

This research did not study savings in side-costs and purchase price which would possi-

bly overcome these new costs and help to justify changing of purchasing strategy. It is 

common that companies are buying with F-incoterms and they usually also have similar 

shipment profile such as in this research. In those cases, changing to origin consolida-

tion is more easy.  

 

Outcomes of this research are repeatable and can be used also for the basis of other 

companies’ shipment profiles no matter of their size. Optimization calculation itself, is 

quite simple, but most likely it would need supply chain professional to intercept are 

results possible to implement. Different companies can benefit from this kind of study 

in many different ways. Firstly, companies who have thought origin consolidation but 

have not done it yet, can use this model to calculate what kind of benefits there are to 

achieve. Secondly, forwarding companies could use this research as a sales tool to build 

up quantified value propositions to their potential customers. The research is not com-

pletely ready sales tool but with further research sales tools could be build based on the 

research.  

 

There are several different ways to do future research based on the research. The author 

suggests following ideas to extend this research: 

• Would company with less shipments save in total transportation costs by consol-

idating? 

• What kind of cost savings can be achieved in side-costs by consolidating ship-

ment flow? 

• Would 14 days’ consolidation time increase cost savings significantly compared 

to 7 days’ consolidation?  

• Developing customer facing sales tools from optimization study. 
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First two additional researches would strengthen results of this research. If those re-

searches are proven to support this study, forwarding companies would benefit from 

sales tool, which would help them to build up value propositions to customers.  
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